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Q-1 (A) Rearrange the given words to form sentences as directed and add punctuation marks.
[05]
1. the weather is lovely how (Exclamatory)
How lovely the weather is!
2. the medicines regularly take (Advice)
Take the medicines regularly.
3. a pleasant surprise what (Exclamatory)
What a pleasant surprise!
4. Sachin is playing not in the match (Negative)
Sachin is not playing in the match.
5. Sharpen the pencil for me please (request)
Please sharpen the pencil for me.
Q-1 (B) Fill in the blanks with the simple past tense or the present perfect tense forms of verbs
given in the bracket.
[05]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Nina has thrown a party today. (throw)
She has moved into her hostel. (move)
Mother gifted him a black jacket yesterday. (gift)
Bina called him up yesterday but he has not called back yet. (call, not call)
He answered the call instantly. (answer)

Q-2 (A) Fill in the blanks with the noun forms of the words given in the bracket.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

[05]

Children should avoid movies which depicts violence. (violent)
We attend her marriage ceremony on Saturday. (marry)
John’s ignorance of the facts helped his friends fool him. (ignorant)
Her kindness towards the street dogs made her adopt them. (kind)
The length of the rope had to be 5m. (long)

Q-2 (B) Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles wherever required.
1. I learned the French in a school.
2. The moon was shining brightly.
3. There was not a star in the sky yesterday.

[05]

4. Andaman and Nicobar Island is a union territory.
5. The movie we saw last week was interesting.
Q-3 (A) Fill in the blanks with the past tense of verbs given in brackets.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

[05]

Mother was tired and lay in the bed for sometimes. (lie)
Ramu had to pay a penalty as he felled a tree in the park last week. (fell)
I chose the blue sari because I liked its print. (choose)
He withdrew the claim for car insurance later. (withdraw)
He was stung by a bee. (sting)

Q-3 (B) Fill in the blanks with appropriate forms of verbs given in brackets. The tense form is
mentioned along with each sentence.
[05]
1.
2.
3.
4.

They are joining (join) me for lunch today. (present continuous)
My friend has finished (finish) reading the novel. (present perfect)
Boys loved (love) to fly kites. (simple past)
Vendors were arranging (arrange) various things which would be sold later during the
day. (past continuous)
5. Father will be leaving (leave) for office soon. (future continuous tense)
Q-3 (C) Identify the adverb phrases in the sentences.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

[05]

The boy laughed in a loud manner.
I have received the information at this very moment.
In those days, there was no electricity in these areas.
You have to learn the process step by step.
Please handle the show piece with care.

Q-4 (A) Identify the clauses in the following sentences and mention whether they are noun,
adjective or adverb clauses.
[05]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The house that is visible from the window is said to be haunted.(adjective clause)
As soon as the boys came in, the noise began.(adverb clause)
Our friends had arrived when we got home.(adverb clause)
The compare announced that Eleena was the winner.(noun clause)
The bicycle which Rani is riding is mine.(adjective clause)

Q-4 (B) Do as directed.
1.
2.
3.
4.

[10]

He must exercise regularly or he will have health problems. (simple/compound/complex)
Some mischievous boys were troubling the old beggar.
He attended the conference to discuss the new project.
Dr. Singh is a man of great honour. (identify the Adjective phrase)

5. Is history her favourite subject?
6. What a prolific writer Shakespeare was!
7. Will they board the train tomorrow?
8. Raman was compelled by them to leave the house. (Change into passive voice)
9. Subject: More national parks Predicate: are necessary for saving the wildlife.
10. The bag is too heavy to carry it upstairs. [ use too….to]
Q-4 (C) Rewrite these sentence in the passive voice.

[10]

1. The woodcutter had felled many trees in the forest.
Many trees had been felled in the forest by the woodcutter.
2. His friend had explained the theorem clearly.
The theorem had been explained clearly by his friend.
3. I had polished the shoes at the night.
The shoes had been polished at the night by me.
4. People will follow the leader in the years to come.
The leader will be followed by people in the years to come.
5. How will they cross the desert in this hot summer?
How will the desert be crossed by them in this hot summer?
6. The teacher was demonstrating an experiment.
An experiment was being demonstrated by the teacher.
7. A little lamb had followed Mary.
Mary had been followed by a little lamb.
8. The minister distributed food packets to the flood victims.
Food packets were distributed by the minister to the flood victims.
9. She ought to pay the house tax on time.
The house tax ought to be paid by her on time.
10. Rama has drawn this cartoon for me.
This cartoon has been drawn by Rama for me.
Q-5 (A) Fill in the blanks with preposition given in the box.
[after, before, during, for, between, for, on, at, by, from, until]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Rita had reached the airport before the flight departed.
She came after three days.
I will see you at 6 pm.
She slept between 8 pm and 9 pm.
We went on an adventure trip for the weekend.
You will not play until you finish your assignment.
We went to Nainital for three days.
Naman will reach there on Tuesday.

[10]

9. The function will be over by 9 pm.
10. The concert is from 6 pm to 9 pm.
Q-5 (B) Use appropriate adverbs or adverb phrases to fill in the blanks in the sentences below.
[10]
1. There was bright sunshine outside.
2. The match will soon be over.
3. They visit their home town occasionally .
4. Grandma remembers her earlier days when she was young and energetic.
5. The girl answered the teacher hesitatingly as she was not sure of the answer.
6. The cucumber was properly sliced.
7. Stars are never visible these days due to pollution.
8. The exhibition is on now and then the hall will be vacated.
9. The boat sailed fast because of the direction of the wind.
10. The thief must have been caught quickly.

